
Friday 22nd May - We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend as you see fit.

Learning intentions: I 
am learning to read and 
write words using this 
week's blends.

Success criteria:
* Say the individual sounds 
in a word and write them 
down one by one to spell 
the word.

Literacy: Dictation- Choose one of the columns to work on. Ask an 
adult to say the word/sentence. Sound out the words and then write 
them down. Once you have written the words, check and see if you 
used the correct sounds to write the words. Remember you don’t 
need to write in pencil you could use pens, crayons or even paint.
Sound Spot Story- Use the 'ng' story sent along with this plan (no 
need for printing). Medium- Can you spot all the 'ng' words?
Hot- Can you find the 'ng' words in the story and try to read them? 
Spicy- Can you read the 'ng' words story with someone in your house.

Maths: Warm-up (Rec. 10 mins) – Start with 5 standing soft toys or skittles/something to represent skittles (Medium), 10 toys
(Hot) and 10 toys then increase (Spicy) and use a ball to roll to knock down some of the toys. Create a subtraction
sum from this e.g. 5 skittles – 1 skittle = 4 skittles, 10 soft toys – 4 soft toys = 6 soft toys.
You can say and/or write the sum. Have fun!
Task- Practise writing the digital o'clock time that we have been learning about. See the attached
sheet for ideas (no need for printing). Medium: Ask an adult to write the digital time – can you 
draw in the analogue time on a bit of paper (you could draw round a glass to make the clock face)?
Hot: Choose an o'clock time to write down or draw (you could draw round a glass for the clock face).
Then draw a digital clock and fill in the digital numbers to match.
Spicy: Try writing or drawing some half past times as a challenge.

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to tell the time 
with a digital clock.

Success criteria:
* write the digital time.
* match the digital time to 
the analogue time.

Success criteria:
* choose appropriate materials.
* choose an appropriate space.
* consider key features of a
structure and plan for comfort.

Learning intention: I am 
learning to know how to 
plan an event.

Revision Medium Hot/Spicy

in hunt

Max sang a 
song.

Mark hung up 
his coat.
.

nip mint

pin mink

pip think

tip ring

pit gang

Across the Curriculum: STEAM
Build a movie theatre (den) by selecting materials in your household e.g. sheets, blankets and duvets etc. 
Choose an appropriate space and consider how you are going to build your structure – do you need walls, 
an entrance, a roof and so on? What will make it comfortable? Do you need pillows for seats? Etc.

Now that you have enjoyed preparing your movie night, you can invite your family to watch the film. Gather in 
tickets, take in orders from the menu, help prepare snacks and (most importantly) have fun!


